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SHARAFA BARAKAT
(JEZIRA STATE)
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FRI.
29th
SAT.
30th

ACTIVITIES

RECEPTION in KHARTOUM of the
members coming from France.
PREPARATION for the fieldwork in
Sharafa
ARRIVAL IN SHARAFA: introduction of the
project team to the village committees
AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES: survey &
interviews at the Nile fields
AGRICULTURAL & PASTORAL PRACTICES:
survey & interviews in rainfed areas
MOBILITY TRENDS & LABOUR : group
interviews with local actors
OBSERVATION & data collection :
cultural and linguistic diversity
OBSERVATION & data collection : the
Ashraf religious site and its history
MAPPING: crossing environments &
mobilities in Sharafa quarters

SUN.
31st.

DEBRIEFING on Fieldowork and
RESTITUTION to local actors;
DEPARTURE FOR KHARTOUM

MON.
1st

Students meeting for discussing
fieldwork results

TUE.
2nd

REFLECTION on CO-LEARNING &
participatory approaches

WED.
3rd

Students meeting for presenting
fieldwork results

THU.
4th

SYNTHESIS of FIELDWORK DATA &
comparison with 1st Training Session
DISCUSSION ON FUTURE AGENDA

FRI.
5TH

WORKSHOPS*

CliMigraForm is an ADESFA project (2020-2022). Its objective is the
training in inquiry on two contemporary major issues in Sudan: climate
crises and migration flows. Implemented by a French-Sudanese
teaching team, it involves civil society actors through a participatory
approach for knowledge production.
Filming in the
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The project is based on a partnership between University Paris 8 Saint
Denis (France) and University of Khartoum (Sudan).
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TRAINING SESSIONS for fieldwork are at the core of this pedagogic
participatory project. Matching French and Sudanese students
(Master and PhD), and civil society actors, they are held in 2021 in
urban (Spring) and rural (Autumn) context.

(SECS)

(At the UoK)

9
Website: https://climigraform.org
Contact: barbara.casciarri@univ-paris8.fr

ADESFA Project (Aid to the Development of French
Higher Education in Africa)

* Workshops are held in the ev ening after

field surveys by members of the teaching
staff or associations’ partners and experts

Sharafa Barakat, a village East of the Blue Nile, Jezira State,
has been chosen for the October 2nd Training Session. Practicec
of irrigated, flood and rain-fed agriculture, relation with Butana
pastoralists, the presence of Ashraf religious group, the variety of
social composition and individual or collective mobilities, make
this place an ideal site for the objectives of the project to be
compared with the urban fieldwork of the 1st training session.

